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Based on the computer simulation technique, this paper used the professional gear design software MASTA and finite element software ANSYS combined with the method of gear micro-modification to redesign the gear profile and eventually realized the optimization design of gear micro-modification. Then the gear transmission model of one-level reducer was established to simulate and analyze the contact equivalent stress, transmission error, and meshing impact before and after gear modification. By comparing the simulations results it is found that gear micro-modification can lower meshing impact load, reduce the vibration strength, make gear transmission steady, and improve the gear bearing capacity. By comparing the transmission error curves and meshing impact load curves before and after gear micro-modification, this helps to understand the effects of gear micro-modification on the gear transmission and provides basis references for the future redesign of the marine gears with high strength and long service life.

1. Introduction

In the gear transmission system, the marine gears generally work under conditions of low speed and heavy load, and the meshing impact loading of gear teeth increases with the increasing of the gear rotation speed and the bearing loads and results in the oversize deformation [1]. Besides, the comprehensive errors are inevitably caused in the process of manufacturing and installation. Because of the existence of the comprehensive errors, the gear meshing impact is strengthened, and thus the service life of marine gear would be shortened, the gear's carrying capacity would be reduced, and the transmission noise would be increased [2, 3]. Gear micro-modification can be introduced to make the surface pressure distribution of gear tooth uniform as much as possible, lower the teeth's partial load, reduce the meshing impact of gear transmission, and keep the tooth operation smooth [4].

The professional gear design software MASTA has strong design calculation and analysis function, simple operation interface, and excellent gear micro-modification analysis functions. Therefore, this paper made use of gear micro-modification analysis function about MASTA and ANSYS to establish the gear transmission model of one-level marine reducer and analyzed the contact equivalent stress, transmission error, and meshing impact before and after gear modification through the simulation models. According to the setup of gear modification parameters, this paper used the method of gear micro-modification to redesign the gear profile and combined the computer simulation technique.

2. Gear Micro-Modification

2.1. Micro-Modification of Gear Tooth Profile. Gear tooth profile micro-modification is to be slightly changing the tooth profile to remove interference part of gear meshing, and the amount and shape of gear modification are determined by three aspects of modification amount, modification length, and modification curves [5]. Figure 1 shows the modification curve of marine gear. In this paper, the method that tooth addendum and tooth root of single tooth are modified at the same time was adopted to have tooth addendum and tooth root modification of meshing gears.
2.2 Gear Axial Micro-Modification. Gear axial micro-modification is mainly determined by two main factors: (a) the location of crowning center in the direction of the tooth surface and (b) the crowning amount. In order to solve the problems above, Pedroto and Artés [6] put forward the calculation method of the crowning amount. The crowning amount $C_c$ of gear is determined by the effective contact width $b_{cal}$, tooth width $b$, and the gear meshing skewness $F_{βy}$, and if $b_{cal}/b \leq 1$, then

$$C_c = \left( \frac{2F_m F_{βy}}{C_y b} \right)^{1/2},$$

where $F_m$ presents the circumferential force and $C_y$ presents the comprehensive stiffness.

Gear meshing skewness $F_{βy}$ is determined by the deviation size of the tooth theoretical position and actual position in the tooth width direction:

$$F_{βy} = F_{βx} - Y_β,$$

where $F_{βx}$ presents the skewness at the initial position and $Y_β$ presents the gear running error at the meshing position, and this paper sets $Y_β = 0.15F_{βx}$ [7], and thus $F_{βy} = 0.85F_{βx}$. The gear initial skewness mainly consists of two parts, of which the expression is as follows:

$$F_{βx} = f_{sh} - f_p,$$

where $f_{sh}$ represents the skewness value caused by bending deformation and torsional deformation, of which the value is given by MASTA software. $f_p$ represents the gear meshing skewness value caused by space geometry. $f_p$ can be calculated as $2.452 \times 10^8$ N/m in accordance with the international ISO 6336-1:2006 standard formula in [8].

The position of gear crowning center distance $b_c$ is another important parameter of gear modification. According to the relevant references [9–11], it is shown that the position of gear crowning center distance had better not been chosen at the middle of the tooth width, and the gear crowning center distance $b_c$ can be described by twice the length of effective contact width $b_{cal}$:

$$b_c = 2b_{cal},$$

and if $b_c \geq b$, then $b_c = b$.

2.3 Gear Transmission Model and Modification Parameters. Gear transmission model of one-level reducer is shown in Figure 2, and in the gear transmission mechanism the pinion is driving the main gear. The gear design parameters of one-level reducer and modification parameters of gear transmission system are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The design schematic of the pinion studied in this paper is shown in Figure 3, and Table 3 lists the basic material parameters of one-level reducer gear.
Table 2: Gear parameters of one-level reducer via modification parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gear</th>
<th>Axial modification</th>
<th>Profile modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Crowning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinion</td>
<td>0 µm</td>
<td>0 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main gear</td>
<td>10 µm</td>
<td>4 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Material parameters of one-level reducer gear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Elasticity modulus</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Yield strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18CrNiMo</td>
<td>206 GPa</td>
<td>7800</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Simulation Results and Analysis of Gear Micro-Modification

Based on the gear parameters of one-level reducer in Table 1, the ANSYS software was used to establish the model of one-level reducer. According to the gear modification parameters designed in Table 2 the transmission model of one-level reducer was used to obtain the effective stress via micro-modification. Figure 4 shows the static effective stress comparison of the rated conditions (a) and (c) before gear modification and the limit load conditions (b) and (d) after gear modification based on the ANSYS software. It is found from Figure 4(b) that the maximum equivalent stress after gear modification was 403 MPa on the rated conditions, and according to Figure 4(d) the maximum equivalent stress via gear modification was 625 MPa on the limit load conditions. Figure 4(a) shows the maximum equivalent stress before gear modification was 408 MPa on the rated conditions and 643 MPa on the limit load conditions, which do not still exceed the yield strength of the gear material. This is mainly because the contact area after gear modification was reduced, and the maximum equivalent stress of the contact area increased [12, 13]. Through the comparison of the maximum contact stress, it is found that the maximum contact stress of the pinion before micro-modification was about 408 MPa, and the maximum static effective stress after micro-modification was about 403 MPa; thus the static effective stress of the pinion via gear modification decreased. This indicates that the gear via micro-modification can reduce the tooth surface maximum contact stress of the pinion.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of dynamic effective stress based on ANSYS LS-DYNA and loading force applied to main gear per unit length based on MASTA before/after gear modification. By comparing the gear meshing loading force before and after the micro-modification it is seen that after gear micro-modification the gear meshing impact makes a smooth transition, and the gear meshing loading force along the gear width is diminishing from middle to both sides shown in Figure 5(b). The simulation results show that maximum loading force per unit length before gear micro-modification is 670497 N/m, and the maximum static effective loading force per unit length after gear micro-modification is 655692 N/m. Additionally, the maximum dynamic effective stress values before/after gear modification are 289.9 MPa and 225.4 MPa. It is suggested from the analyses above that gear modification can expand the meshing region of tooth width, thus greatly improving multiple mutations of loading force in the process of gear meshing and increasing the bearing capacity of gear teeth.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of contact press computed by MASTA software before and after gear modification, where it is found that the maximum contact stress values computed by MASTA before/after gear modification are 3031 MPa and 2988 MPa, respectively. Thus the contact pressure via gear modification was reduced in rated working conditions.

The transmission error curves of the main gears before and after gear modification are shown in Figure 7, in which it can be seen that the maximum transmission error value of transmission error in the gear meshing process before micro-modification is about 45.6 µm, and the minimum value is about 33.7 µm; after micro-modification the maximum value of transmission error is about 45.8 µm, and the minimum value is about 39.3 µm. At the same time, after micro-modification the transmission error curve became more and more gentle. This indicates that the gear after micro-modification can lower the fluctuation of the transmission error.

Figure 2: Gear transmission model of one-level reducer.

Figure 3: Design schematic diagram of the pinion.

Figure 4: Static effective stress comparison.
error and make the meshing impact curve more uniform. Gear transmission error curve is one of the most important factors related to dynamic performances of gear transmission system. Figure 7 illustrates that the gear micro-modification can improve the gears' dynamic performances and make the gear transmission system more stable.

Comparison results of the maximum equivalent stress history after and before gear modification on the rated conditions are seen in Figure 8. Through the comparison results of stress history it is found that the maximum equivalent stress history curve before gear modification has three peak mutations near the position of mating teeth coming out of contact. It is illustrated in Figure 8 that the gear before micro-modification is easily subject to larger meshing impact in gear meshing process, and the sudden change of equivalent stress at the position of tooth top is more serious than that after gear modification.

4. Conclusions

According to the setup of gear modification parameters, this paper used the method of gear micro-modification to redesign the gear profile and combined the computer simulation technique to establish the gear transmission model of one-level reducer. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) Gear modification can expand the meshing region of tooth width, thus greatly improving multiple mutations of loading force in the process of gear meshing and increasing the bearing capacity of gear teeth.

(2) Compared with the gear after micro-modification, the gear before micro-modification is easily subject to larger meshing impact in gear meshing process, and the sudden change of equivalent stress at the position of tooth top is more serious.

(3) By comparing the transmission error curve and meshing impact load curves before and after gear micro-modification, this helps to understand the effects of gear micro-modification on the gear transmission and provides a basis reference for the future redesign of the marine gears with high strength and long service life.

Only considering the tooth profile and tooth surface micro-modification of single gear, this paper lacked...
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Figure 5: Distribution of dynamic effective stress based on ANSYS LS-DYNA and loading force applied to main gear per unit length based on MASTA before and after gear modification.
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Figure 6: Comparison of effective stress computed by MASTA software before and after gear modification.
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